
 
 

East London Foundation Trust (ELFT) Learning Event

 

A mental health quality improvement (QI) learning event took place on Monday 28

2016. The purpose of this event was to inform further development of the local QI MH 

Programme.  

 

QI program have built a strong working relationship with ELFT leadership team, who have won 

many commendations and awards for their QI program. ELFT aspire to provide care of the 

highest quality, in collaboration with those who use their services. As an organisation 

embrace continuous improvement and learning. 

 
45 people participated and attended the workshops run by ELFT team. Workshops focused on 4 

different topics: 

- Capacity and capability building at scale

- Supporting frontline project teams

- Engaging and involving staff and service users in QI

- Redesigning systems to support improvement

 

ELFT presented their support structure for teams and consistency of their approach with very 

clear structure they have to support implementation from Board level to Programme to 

Importance of engagement and 

highlighted. Giving everyone a voice and bringing staff and service users together to improve 

and re-design the way that care is provided. 

reduction of incidents of harm from violence of around 50% which has helped in reducing staff 

vacancies. Data systems, communication tools and systems enablers (stopping work of lower 

value) enthused many workshop attendees as t

could potentially relieve some of the stress of producing charts and diagrams for QI projects. 

 

Putting all the learning’s from this event 

differently, be innovative and give everyone 

at every level the skills they need to lead 

change. Building this culture will not be 

easy, but we can make our services more 

effective by focusing on what matters most 

and by brining service users and staff 

together.  
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Messages and Testimonials 

 

“I really appreciated the opportunity not only to hear from the ELFT team, learn from their 

experiences and potentially steal some of their ideas; but also to meet others in Lothian who 

are engaged with QI.”  

“I was really excited to hear more about the QI Life site and very much hope we can use it in 

Lothian and gain from the development work they have already done and also save staff time 

and support scale up of successfu

contains tools to support and share this work.

“ELFT has learnt a lot from Scotland in developing its approach to improving quality. It’

privilege for us to come and learn from the excellent work being done in NHS Lothian, and the 

wider Scottish health and social care system, to improve outcomes and experience of care 

through quality improvement. We were really impressed by the dep

workshops, and the level of engagement and passion that’s clearly present across all the staff to 

make a real difference, using quality improvement as the mechanism. Thanks for the 

opportunity to come up and be re
(Amar Shah,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I really appreciated the opportunity not only to hear from the ELFT team, learn from their 

experiences and potentially steal some of their ideas; but also to meet others in Lothian who 

(Julie Blackwood, Specialist Occupational Therapist)

I was really excited to hear more about the QI Life site and very much hope we can use it in 

Lothian and gain from the development work they have already done and also save staff time 

le up of successful QI projects by providing a website accessible to all that 

contains tools to support and share this work.” 
(Cathy Richards, Lead Clinician/Head of CAMHS Psychology)

ELFT has learnt a lot from Scotland in developing its approach to improving quality. It’

privilege for us to come and learn from the excellent work being done in NHS Lothian, and the 

wider Scottish health and social care system, to improve outcomes and experience of care 

through quality improvement. We were really impressed by the depth of dialogue during the 

workshops, and the level of engagement and passion that’s clearly present across all the staff to 

make a real difference, using quality improvement as the mechanism. Thanks for the 

opportunity to come up and be re-energised with you all…” 
(Amar Shah, Associate Medical Director for QI & Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist)
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Event survey summary 

 

1. Why did you attend this event?

• The subject was of interest 

• The speakers were of interest 

• Suggested by my line manager 

• I am working on QI project and would like to learn more 

 

2. What was the main take-home message of event for you?

• There is hope for REH to improve.

• There needs to be identified QI personnel and projects should be defined by people 

are working in services and properly supported by management (not the other way 

around). 

• Lots has been achieved and that Lothian is in a good place to progress.

• Differences in NHS Lothian and ELFT’s approaches to QI implementation e.g. Project 

failure vs opportunities to learn. 

• QI should be part of everything to do, not a bolt

• The work in Lothian (mental health and whole system) is achievable over next 2

• We in REAS are not that far behind and we are doing lot of good work al

to learn from others 

• Collaboration and team working from bottom up

• We are ahead of game in starting out and that we can work smarter to build QI into 

everyday work 

• It is possible to develop and sustain QI work

 

3. Did you feel that there was en

• Yes – 100% 

• No – 0% 

 

4. What support would help you to develop 

• Q I team giving their consistent time to be coaches and guides like ELFT have

• Sponsorship and mentorship focus on 

• Data management and development tools

• Dedicated QI support and time

• QI Life or similar would be excellent!

• As and Exec lead for me it is more about what the team(s) need from me and the 

organisation 

• Time to work with Mental H

• 1. Coach, 2. Data and analytic support

• Training in QI 

• Would be great to have the type of IT support described e.g. ability to create driver 

diagrams, run chart etc. The type of coaching that the ELFT provide teams with 

• Identified QI support/personnel, genuine sense of senior management s

project even when there are resource implications

 

Why did you attend this event? 

The subject was of interest – 68.8% 

The speakers were of interest – 12.5% 

line manager – 6.3% 

I am working on QI project and would like to learn more – 12.5% 

home message of event for you? 

There is hope for REH to improve. 

There needs to be identified QI personnel and projects should be defined by people 

are working in services and properly supported by management (not the other way 

Lots has been achieved and that Lothian is in a good place to progress.

Differences in NHS Lothian and ELFT’s approaches to QI implementation e.g. Project 

vs opportunities to learn.  

QI should be part of everything to do, not a bolt-on  to our routines 

The work in Lothian (mental health and whole system) is achievable over next 2

We in REAS are not that far behind and we are doing lot of good work al

Collaboration and team working from bottom up 

We are ahead of game in starting out and that we can work smarter to build QI into 

It is possible to develop and sustain QI work 

Did you feel that there was enough opportunity to contribute to the discussion?

What support would help you to develop an idea for MH QI into practice?

Q I team giving their consistent time to be coaches and guides like ELFT have

Sponsorship and mentorship focus on benefits to patients and staff 

Data management and development tools 

Dedicated QI support and time 

QI Life or similar would be excellent! 

As and Exec lead for me it is more about what the team(s) need from me and the 

Time to work with Mental Health teams (primarily CAMHS) 

1. Coach, 2. Data and analytic support 

Would be great to have the type of IT support described e.g. ability to create driver 

diagrams, run chart etc. The type of coaching that the ELFT provide teams with 

fied QI support/personnel, genuine sense of senior management s

project even when there are resource implications 

 

There needs to be identified QI personnel and projects should be defined by people who 

are working in services and properly supported by management (not the other way 

Lots has been achieved and that Lothian is in a good place to progress. 

Differences in NHS Lothian and ELFT’s approaches to QI implementation e.g. Project 

The work in Lothian (mental health and whole system) is achievable over next 2-3 years 

We in REAS are not that far behind and we are doing lot of good work already but good 

We are ahead of game in starting out and that we can work smarter to build QI into 

ough opportunity to contribute to the discussion? 

an idea for MH QI into practice? 

Q I team giving their consistent time to be coaches and guides like ELFT have 

As and Exec lead for me it is more about what the team(s) need from me and the 

Would be great to have the type of IT support described e.g. ability to create driver 

diagrams, run chart etc. The type of coaching that the ELFT provide teams with  

fied QI support/personnel, genuine sense of senior management support for QI 



 

 

5. Was there anything you think was missing from agenda 

to have known or discussed?

• I would like to see NHS Lothian QI structure as we do not really have a whole Lothian 

wide one, I do not think –

• Not sure 

• No it was incredibly wide ranging

• I found it a very interesting day. The only think I would say is that the information in the 

workshops was a repetitive of another workshop

• I would like to have heard about what went badly in ELFTs development and how to learn 

from that 

• We could have structured the first part of the event better to maximise the time and 

opportunity for open discuss

• Nothing missing – great session

• More on QI methodology but this is coming on later in QI academy

• No, it was fully covered 

 

6. Did the event enhance your knowledge of the subject?

• Yes – 100% 

• No – 0% 

 

7. What topics should be considered for future QI Mental Health events?

• I think we need to be clear what we mean by Mental Health 

is and what it isn’t 

• Real service user involvement 

• Practical and people enablers

• I think we should have a day of he

doing  

• Progress with those that we have started and any other new initiatives that people are 

working on 

• CAMHS 

• Great to hear and learn from others but good to share work we are doing as well 

• Data systems 

• Ensuring we are involving all IJB Teams and not just REAS. How do we engage our 

nursing teams in this work? Engaging carers and service users in our QI work 

• QI Methodology and Implementation Science 

• People with personal experience of MH QI 

 

8. How would you rate general organisation of the day? Please can you tell us what you 

thought about: 

Answer Options Excellent

Venue 2

Catering 0

Time of the meeting 2

 

 

Was there anything you think was missing from agenda – what else would you have liked 

to have known or discussed? 

e to see NHS Lothian QI structure as we do not really have a whole Lothian 

– so one like ELFT 

No it was incredibly wide ranging 

I found it a very interesting day. The only think I would say is that the information in the 

orkshops was a repetitive of another workshop 

I would like to have heard about what went badly in ELFTs development and how to learn 

We could have structured the first part of the event better to maximise the time and 

opportunity for open discussion. It felt slightly confused for people  

great session 

More on QI methodology but this is coming on later in QI academy 

 

Did the event enhance your knowledge of the subject? 

d be considered for future QI Mental Health events?

I think we need to be clear what we mean by Mental Health – the scope of that 

Real service user involvement  

Practical and people enablers 

I think we should have a day of hearing about local projects and the work we are all 

Progress with those that we have started and any other new initiatives that people are 

Great to hear and learn from others but good to share work we are doing as well 

Ensuring we are involving all IJB Teams and not just REAS. How do we engage our 

nursing teams in this work? Engaging carers and service users in our QI work 

QI Methodology and Implementation Science  

People with personal experience of MH QI  

u rate general organisation of the day? Please can you tell us what you 

Excellent Very good Good Poor Very poor 

2 5 8 1 0 

0 9 6 1 0 

2 10 4 0 0 

 

what else would you have liked 

e to see NHS Lothian QI structure as we do not really have a whole Lothian 

I found it a very interesting day. The only think I would say is that the information in the 

I would like to have heard about what went badly in ELFTs development and how to learn 

We could have structured the first part of the event better to maximise the time and 

d be considered for future QI Mental Health events? 

the scope of that – what it 

aring about local projects and the work we are all 

Progress with those that we have started and any other new initiatives that people are 

Great to hear and learn from others but good to share work we are doing as well  

Ensuring we are involving all IJB Teams and not just REAS. How do we engage our 

nursing teams in this work? Engaging carers and service users in our QI work  

u rate general organisation of the day? Please can you tell us what you 

Rating Average 

3.50 

3.50 

3.88 



 

 

Comments:  

• Well organised despite logistics of the building, well done

• We have to work with what resources we have. Given that the REH is not well set up for 

such events, I think we did brilliantly with what we have. Locating it in the hospital was 

better than wasting money on outside services

• Opportunities to get off site can really add value to events and highlight importance

• Would be better to have the breakout rooms closer

 

9. Was there anything that could have been done better? Plea

could have been improved. Thank you.

• Clarity re the Lothian Structure 

• Quiet a lot of repetition between the 1

• More specificity in terms of Lothian response to QI and how mana

going to engage and support the process would have been helpful and more encouraging 

• Better badges – the labels were not sticky enough to stay on

 

10. What is your main practice area?

• Adult Mental Health – 87.5%

• Child and Adolescent Menta

• Elderly Care – 12.5% 

• Forensic – 0% 

• Other (please specify) – QI /

prison healthcare / Public Health (women and children’s services) / Quality improvement 

management 

 

11. Would you consider initiation of new QI project?

• Yes – 100% 

• No – 0% 

 

12. Would you like the opportunity for training in QI methodology?

• Yes – 83.3% 

• No – 16.7% 

 

13. Do you have any other comments about the event, or about MH QI?

• Really thought provoking day thanks

• Excited to be part of a developing programme and keen to see it driven from the bottom 

up! 

• It’s just great to see 'mental health' at the forefront of this work in Lothian and probably 

nationally 

• Thank you - an excellent and well planned day!

• Just so clear how they have nurtured and grown their QI rather than implemented it. 

Moving from performance management e.g. audit to real

their systems and feeling empowered to actually change them. I felt quite inspired 

listening to them 

ll organised despite logistics of the building, well done 

We have to work with what resources we have. Given that the REH is not well set up for 

such events, I think we did brilliantly with what we have. Locating it in the hospital was 

ting money on outside services 

Opportunities to get off site can really add value to events and highlight importance

Would be better to have the breakout rooms closer together but REH is what it is

Was there anything that could have been done better? Please suggest how the event 

could have been improved. Thank you. 

Clarity re the Lothian Structure – roles and responsibilities 

Quiet a lot of repetition between the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 workshop sessions 

More specificity in terms of Lothian response to QI and how managers are in practice 

going to engage and support the process would have been helpful and more encouraging 

the labels were not sticky enough to stay on 

What is your main practice area? 

87.5% 

Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services – 0% 

QI / Quality improvement support / All of the above for REAS and 

prison healthcare / Public Health (women and children’s services) / Quality improvement 
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their systems and feeling empowered to actually change them. I felt quite inspired 



 

 

• Only that the danger with QI is that this is seen by staff as yet another strategy (people 

are very tired of responding to top down strategy) and that it is therefore incumb

the senior management team in particular, to demonstrate real support for projects a

staff delivering projects-

t the danger with QI is that this is seen by staff as yet another strategy (people 

are very tired of responding to top down strategy) and that it is therefore incumb

the senior management team in particular, to demonstrate real support for projects a

-this is yet to be seen 

 

t the danger with QI is that this is seen by staff as yet another strategy (people 

are very tired of responding to top down strategy) and that it is therefore incumbant on 

the senior management team in particular, to demonstrate real support for projects and 


